Labor and taxation

Sir,

The Evening Post published a couple of editorials recently which implied that it was almost a forgone conclusion that next year New Zealand will have a Labour-led left of center coalition Government. Helen Clark has already announced that it is the Labour party’s intention to raise personal taxation on those with annual incomes in excess of $60,000 p.a. by 6 cents in the dollar.

For forest owners intending to harvest even minor areas of trees in any given year this is bad news. They face the prospect of the Government taking another six percent of their future net earnings as well as an inequitable penalty off not having been able to deduct all their costs of producing wood at 39 cents in the dollar. (See footnote)

In these circumstances it would be reasonable for forest owners to seek a tax credit to equalize the previous deductibility foregone because of the long term nature of forest investments.

It is also quite likely that a new left inclined Government would re-introduce death duties. This may be up to 25% of the value of the estate. Because there is a high probability of forest owners dying before they harvest their trees, the inclusion of forests in the assessment of estate value for death duties would be a major disincentive to forestry investment and eventually would result in less rural employment, more soil erosion, more serious flooding, bleaker landscapes, a reduction in bird and other wildlife numbers and sub optimal land use decisions.

We need to ensure that the movers and shakers in the Labour and Alliance parties are at least aware of the advantages of excluding forest assets in the assessment of the value of estates for death duties.

It is also a good time to point out to Labour and the Alliance that the National Government never honoured its 1990 pre-election promise to allow the purchase of forests to be fully deductible. They might get some good press if they took up that idea which is about putting forestry on a level playing field with other sectors. If the idea was adopted the transactional value of immature forests would increase as the purchase cost of bush component would no longer have a discounting effect on immature forest value. It would also reduce the current risks associated with the long term nature of forest investment. Increased exchanges of immature forests would lead to the establishment of a competitive market for them which would help make the forest industry more efficient.

This letter is a call for members of the Farm Forestry Association, the Institute of Forestry and the Forest Owners Association to discuss the implications of likely general changes in forestry investment with anyone they know who might have influence in Labour party circles.

The Councils of the aforementioned organizations might like to join together and send representatives to meet with Helen Clark, Michael Cullen and Jim Anderton direct. Now is the time because it is very difficult to turn politicians around once they have taken a public position on an issue.

Yours sincerely

Hamish Levack
Forest owner, and a previous policy manager in the Minister of Forestry.

Footnote: As a long term investment with most of the expenditure being made in the first few years of the term, forestry warrants some sort of special dispensation when it comes to the implementation of the declared Labour party policy to increase personal tax for those with incomes in excess of $60,000 from 33 to 39 cents in the dollar. This is because there is a lack of equity in treating the owner of a 25 year old crop of radiata pine the same as the owner of a month old crop of carrots. The same amount of money may have been spent on the development of both crops but the farmer has only been able to deduct his expenditure at 32 cents in the dollar whereas the owner will be able to deduct his expenditure at 39 cents in the dollar.

Pondering the IRR

Sir,

Correspondence between Dr Ted Bilek, Canterbury University and myself reveals a different approach to the interpretation of discounted cash flow investment analyses which readers of New Zealand Forestry may wish to comment upon. At the root of the disagreement is the definition of internal rate of return, and the possibility of there being more than one internal rate of return for a given project. I define internal rate of return as “the aggregate rate of return on all proprietor’s capital invested in a project at any point in its duration”, and argue that there can only be one internal rate of return for a given project.

A. P. Thomson
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I define internal rate of return as "the aggregate rate of return on all proprietor's capital invested in a project at any point in its duration", and argue that there can only be one internal rate of return for a given project.

Dr Bilek offers by way of definition "... the rate of discount that equates the present value of the entire series of cash flows associated with the project to zero". (Nord, James C.T. Quantitative Analysis of Financial Decisions 1969, p.103). Thus far the difference is minor, in that while I put forward a definition which is intuitive, Dr Bilek's defines IRR according to its method of determination. Either approach is legitimate. The irony, however, is that Dr Bilek sees his own definition of IRR as being handicapped by the perceived possibility of "multiple solutions to internal rate of return", when in fact that is not the case. "Multiple solutions" are an artifact resulting from failure to rigorously identify those items which are "internal" to, or "associated with" the project, by comparison with those which are external and not, in any strict sense, "associated with the project".

By way of example Dr Bilek gives the following payment series (cashflow) to his students:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-2100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dr Bilek argues that this series has two IRRs, 1.1% and 1900.0%, and that, by definition, both are correct, which would appear to prove the possibility of multiple IRRs and at the same time invalidate my intuitive definition. But does it? I would suggest that "Internal" is a key word in "Internal Rate of Return". In Dr Bilek's example, $100 is invested in Year 0. The investment is terminated in year 1 by the $2000 payment regardless of rate of return. The balance is then invested externally to meet the call for $2100 in year 10. The question then is "What rate of return can be attributed to the first investment (Year 0 to 1) such that the balance, after allowing for return to capital, when invested externally at the same rate of return, equals the demand for capital in year 10?"

Both 1.1% and 1900% are correct answers to the question, but they are not internal rates of return, because they are rates that must be generated outside of the project. (I should point out that the simple case above involves the necessity of a $100 investment in Year 0, producing a $2000 return in Year 1, but compelling a further $2100 payment in Year 10. Whether or not such a series of payments would obtain in reality is beside the point. The method of analysis should allow for all possibilities.)

I suggest that all other cases of "multiple internal rates of return" will likewise be found to involve at some point(s) the return of funds to the investor which will cancel out the initial investment and leave a surplus to be invested externally to the project.

The interpretation of the multiple mathematical solutions to such so-called "IRR" problems may be complex. However it is my view that IRR, properly considered, remains a simple concept, which may be defined intuitively, and which does not present us with the logical challenges of multiple solutions.

It would be beneficial for the profession to reach a common understanding on this point, because of the weight (rightly or wrongly) attributed to discounted cash flow analysis in forest investment analysis in New Zealand.

Geoff Fischer

Critique Stretching a Point?

Sir

I suspect that Kevin Smith is missing the point, and is being a wee bit precious, in his critique (November, 1998) of the article written by David Norton.

The New Zealand Forest Accord was a superb piece of nature conservation advocacy by the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society (RFBPS) working with the plantation industry. The intent, as Smith points out, was to identify those indigenous areas that it would be inappropriate to clear for the establishment of plantations, and to avoid costly land disputes. This was to be commended.

Norton, however, suggests that we can and should move beyond the protection of sites (eg. habitat patches) to the management of whole landscapes, in order to protect indigenous biodiversity. This premise is supported by research which has demonstrated that a) most indigenous habitat remnants are no longer driven by internal processes, because they are too small, rather they are driven by external processes from the surrounding matrix, and b) the spatial position of these remnants in the landscape has an effect on viability. How we manage the matrix determines the survival or otherwise of the indigenous component of the landscape.

Integrated management is about, amongst other things, considering the protection of indigenous biodiversity in all aspects of land management, not just in reserves. Relying on reserves to protect biodiversity in the 60-70% of New Zealand that is not managed for nature conservation purposes is destined for failure. Hence the call by Norton and others for the integration of nature conservation, based on scientific principles, within productive landscapes.

And the difference between the "new paradigm" and the dog-eared of multiple use forestry, that Kevin Smith raises, is that the latter really only required provision for tourism and aesthetics (eg. idiot strips along roadsides) while clear-felling indigenous forests. The "new paradigm" of integrated land management requires the protection of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning while providing for human use - and if pest or weed control, or the creation of habitat corridors is required, then this becomes part of the management. To my mind the difference is dramatic.

Yours sincerely

Craig Miller

Join the forestry influencers

The New Zealand Institute of Forestry is the professional body for forestry in New Zealand.

Membership of the Institute puts you in touch with the 800 other professionals.

Benefits include attendance at conferences and annual meetings. And a subscription to the New Zealand Journal of Forestry, the premier publication of professional forestry in New Zealand.

For further information, contact a Local Institute of Forestry member or the Secretariat at 03-384 2432.